STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP
The term "strategic leadership" is evolving within the military, business and academic communities with different definitions and contextual usage. The business community interchanges the term strategic leadership with executive leadership, strategic decision-maker and strategic management.
In the business world, strategic leadership means "both the organizational decision making and the role of the top leaders in making, guiding, and implementing strategic decisions". 6 Essentially in business, strategic leadership refers both to the seniority of the leader in the organizational hierarchy, and the actions he takes. Retired General Sullivan and Colonel Harper.
best described this concept to business leaders in their book;
Hope is not a Method. They wrote:
Thus, "Leading" has three dimensions, and we use the term "strategic leadership" to embrace this gestalt: managing, creating the future, and team building. Strategic leadership is directing and controlling rational and deliberate action that applies to an organization in its most fundamental sense: purpose, culture, strategy, core competencies, and critical processes. Strategic leadership includes not only operating successfully today but also guiding deep and abiding change-transformation-into the essence of an organization. 7 The U.S. Army has progressively developed a generally accepted working definition of strategic leadership. 8 The military definition of strategic leadership contained in FM 100-
(Draft) is:
the process used by a leader to affect the achievement of a desirable and clearly understood vision by influencing the organizational culture, allocating resources, directing through policy and directive, and building consensus within a volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous global environment which is marked by opportunities and threats. 9 Major General Chilcoat, the former Army War College Commandant, provides another perspective to the broad concept of strategic leadership. He describes strategic leadership as "the effective practice of the strategic art". 10 Chilcoat defines strategic art as "The skillful formulation, coordination, and application of ends (objectives), ways (courses of action), and means (supporting resources) to promote and defend the national interest."
11 From the fact that FM-103 is still after several years a draft field manual and General Chilcoat's article introduces another perspective, it is apparent that the term strategic leadership is still slowly evolving and has yet to become doctrinal in the U.S. Army. Considering strategic leadership from both the business and military perspective, it is multi-dimensional and includes both the art and science of leadership. Strategic leadership encompasses the practitioner and includes the processes he employs at the highest level of the organization. Strategic leadership is simultaneously focused inward to the organization and outward to promote interest nationally, internationally or globally. With this understanding of strategic leadership, a discussion can proceed of the methodology for selecting which strategic leaders to study.
METHODOLOGY
The methodology for this paper was adapted from a study conducted by the Center for Creative Leadership, which determined how successful executives develop on the job.
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This paper's methodology consisted of selecting the appropriate strategic leader in the field of Army logistics, determining the correct "lessons learned" to capture, data collection and finally analyzing the lessons to determine if there were commonality.
LEADER SELECTION
The criteria for selecting the logisticians to study were: 
Education.
The purpose in reviewing the educational background of the leaders was to determine if the source of their degree or the type of degree related to their success as strategic leaders and logisticians. General Ross also agreed that sports had a positive influence on his Army career. 25 He believed that the competitive environment of the military was an extension of the competitive sports environment experienced in college. 26 The commonality in the response of the four strategic leaders was the importance they placed on sports. Sports provided a venue for competition and camaraderie, to develop friendships and practice leadership skills. The competitive spirit of the strategic leader was nurtured on the field of sports at an earlier age. Consequently, they believed that all logisticians needed an initial combat arms tour. General Ross best expressed the sentiments when he offered that there was no better training mechanism for the logistics officer. 29 
BEGINNING THE ARMY CAREER-DEVELOPING LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

SKILLS
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The consensus of the strategic leaders is that to be able to provide the best support to the combat arms you need to have combat arms experience. Experience with the combat arms provides the logistician with creditability and allows better understanding of their priorities and decision making process.
Early Challenges.
The general officers considered early challenges developmental to their embryonic career. The fact that they still reflect on experiences that occurred 25-30 years ago testifies to the importance they place on these early "tests by fire" to the realities of the Army career. In each case they built on the skills gained from the experience and applied them when in positions of greater responsibility.
The leaders in this paper, while in the rank of it was important to balance hard work with family time. 35 General
Ross believed that the family directly impacted on wartime readiness.
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Good strategic leaders understand that a strong work ethic is important as long as it is balanced with family and personal needs. 47 When General Somervell was assigned to work for a boss that he strongly disliked, instead of changing his manner of operating and learning from the boss he used his connections to get transferred. 48 General Magruder's philosophy was never to seek a job. He believed in going where he was sent and doing the best job that he could. No matter the type of boss, good or bad, he would make the most of the assignment and learn from it. 49 As a superior, he felt that it was his responsibility, not only to develop his subordinates and officers of the technical services, but also to ensure that they got promoted. 50 General Heiser mentioned over a dozen superiors and the lessons that he learned specifically from each boss. General
Heiser's bosses recognized his potential and ensured that his career moved forward. 51 General Ross named over ten superiors and the lessons that he learned from them. 52 General Ross credited General Heiser with playing a critical role in his development to become a general officer. 53 General Ross consistent theme was that we should watch and closely observe our bosses, pick up their ideas and concepts and incorporate them into our style of' operating. 
LEADING AT THE STRATEGIC LEVEL
Strategic leadership is both art and science; there is no truth with a capital M T".
-General Gordon R. Sullivan 55 Leading at the strategic level focuses not just on the skills and competencies that the leader possesses, but also includes the influence that the leader has on the organization. Strategic leadership is concerned with how a leader guides the organization into the future. To fully understand strategic leadership, the modus operandi of the strategic leaders in this paper will now be reviewed. being hard on his staff and severely cross-examining staff officers to ensure that both he and the presenter understood the problem being considered. 61 He believed in making timely decisions from approximate data; rather than waiting for more precise data to make what may or may not be the best decision.
Modus
General Magruder displayed a healthy skepticism for the Army's growing dependence on computers.
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General Heiser's writings portray him with a direct, hands on approach to leading at the strategic level. Even though he held the DCSLOG position he believed that he "needed to simple go out and x kick boxes' to get accurate information." 63 He was a disciple of the "management by objective" philosophy and employed this management style at all levels of command. 64 He firmly believed that at all levels of leadership teamwork was essential.
General Heiser contended that communication with both the boss and the organization was essential. 65 He encouraged logisticians to leverage the computer as a tool to better manage logistics. 66 Selflessness marked General Heiser's modus operandi. 67 General Ross's modus operandi can best be described as transformational leadership. His was able to motivate the organization to have a shared goal, and they collectively worked to achieve it. General Ross was unpretentious. The strategic leaders had the ability to transition from the specific technical problem 22 and details to the strategic application. While these are the major areas that the leaders held in common, there were also several distinctions to their approach to strategic leadership.
Generals' Somervell and Magruder were task oriented and directive while Generals' Heiser and Ross used a more collegial style to accomplish the mission. General Somervell used his strong personality to force decisions. General Ross used others to build consensus. The apparent fact is the modus operandi of the strategic leader must be consistent with his personality.
Vision.
Each In the joint arena his reputation with the Navy was adversarial. General Marshall reprimanded him for.his public statements insulting the Navy. 88 The lessons learned from the other general officers are few.
As a consultant, retired General Heiser advocated multi-national logistics for NATO . General Ross expressed caution and skepticism for the Defense Logistics Agency assuming functions previously administered by the Army 90 .
The silence on the subject of joint and combined logistics indicates that these strategic leaders did not have the incentive of the Goldwater-Nichols Amendment moving them to joint operations. They didn't wrestle with the problems associated with combined and joint operations to the same degree that will confront strategic leaders in the 21 st Century. The strategic leader with the most experience, General Somervell, proved at times to lack the collegiality that is needed to build teams with sister services or allies.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Leadership for the twenty-first century is about intervention and change, to be successful, leaders must have the skills, confidence, and intuition to create a degree of stability out of apparent chaos.
-General Gordon R. Sullivan
The strategic leader and logistician of the 21 st century will find as many if not more challenges than those of the general officers examined in this study. With the revolution in military logistics, the necessity to project forces around the world, the tempo of operations, the increased expenditures rate of supplies and the need to conduct operations with coalitions; strategic leaders development is a requirement that cannot be neglected. Based on the lessons of experience gained from examining the careers of the four logisticians in this paper, the following recommendations are provided. Able to inspire great effort 2.
Advocate for legitimate requirements of the organization 3.
Allocates Resources 4.
Bridges the future with strategy and plans 5.
Bridges the gap between political decisions, the military organization and service member 6.
Builds consensus 7.
Builds the organizational culture on essential values 8.
Capitalizes on command and peer leadership skills 9.
Communicates internally and externally 10.
Compromises as necessary 11.
Conceptually envision a desired end state 12.
Creates, resources and sustains the organizational structure 13.
'Demonstrates a capacity for hard work and long hours 14.
Demonstrates an appreciation of functional relationships outside of the organization 15.
Demonstrates the ability to operate in a multi-cultural (Joint and Combined) environment 16.
Demonstrates the ability to recognize and avoid irrelevant and marginal issues 17.
Demonstrates the capacity to receive and analyze information and take timely action 18.
Develops an association and knowledge with the network of knowledge 19.
Develops and improve operating doctrine and associated training 20.
Develops competitive strategies 21.
Develops effective feedback systems 22.
Develops the ability to influence the multiplicity of external elements within the federal government 23.
Directs the flow of internal and influence of external events toward the desired end 24.
Displays a sound frame of reference 25.
Empowers Subordinates 26.
Ensures that subcultures are compatible within the strategic culture 27.
Ensures that the leadership of the organization understands national security policy 28.
Envisions the future 29.
Experts in the bureaucracy 30.
Experts in their domain 31.
Has a supportive spouse 32.
Has knowledge of the broader political and social systems within the organization 33.
Identifies and assigns strategic and operational roles and missions 34.
Identifies the necessary force capabilities to accomplish the national military strategy 35.
Interacts with private organizations within the parameters of policy guidance and ethical conduct 36.
Interprets national policy guidelines and directives 37.
Is Personally empowered by technology 38.
Maintains effective leader development and human resourcing programs 39.
Makes assessments of personal strengths and weaknesses of the main players 40.
Manages change 41.
Manages change effectively 42.
Manages Joint, Combined and Interagency relationships 43.
Manages national level relations 44.
Manages through policy and directives 45.
Master of information and influence 46.
Negotiates with external agencies and organizations 47.
Operates with in the boundaries established by the Army, government and the people 48.
Participates in the interagency and interdepartmental process 49.
Perpetuates organizational goals and the strategic vision 50.
Plans for the maintenance of the military capability 51.
Prepares strategic plans 52.
Presents the organization's requirements for resources and capabilities Pro-actively involved with the executive, legislative and judicial organizations 53.
54.
Provides advice and counsel in national policy formulation 55.
Provides candid assessments of risk and consequences of budgeting alternatives 56.
Provides counsel to civilian executive authorities 57.
Represents the organization 58.
Represents the organization in its relationship with the large society Sees beyond the immediately obvious information and knows what is missing 59.
60.
Sensitive to public opinion and the media 61.
Sensitivity to host nation 62.
Sustains trust and confidence both vertically and horizontally 63.
Teaches and develops subordinates 64.
Understands and plans for second-and third order effects of actions to implement change 65.
Understands organizational systems 66.
Understands the environment 67.
Understands the human dynamics of combat 68.
Understands the relevance military technologies and how to incorporate then into the organization. 69.
Understands the role he plays and the boundaries of the roles
70.
Understands what shapes the organizational culture (strategic culture) 
